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Done miles and in good condition marks and scratches shown in photos. The Lambretta V
Special cc introduces the double-layered side. Selling due to purchase of car last month. The
Lambretta V cc Special introduces the double-layered side. This is the 'Bi-colour' or two tone
edition. Learner legal twist and go fully automatic. Excellent build quality all backed up with a
two year warranty! The newest edition to the Jet family is the big brother to them. A no-fuss
approach to making a solid dependable scooter from the. Car Loans. Ads posted, Wednesday
24th February This ad is Featured 8 images. Moped 50cc Marazion, Cornwall. Wallasey,
Merseyside. Sym Mask 50 scooter,moped 50cc 3 yaer warranty. Learner legal at 16 Rochdale,
Manchester. Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria. Whitehaven, Cumbria. Bodmin, Cornwall. Welwyn
Garden City, Hertfordshire. Scarborough, North Yorkshire. Iver, Buckinghamshire. Bedford,
Bedfordshire. Mitcham, London. Leeds, West Yorkshire. Pagination Previous Currently on Page
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next. Top searches Top locations. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the best
Gumtree experience. The Moped Wiki is temporarily in read only mode while I work on a major
update. Editing will remain disabled until I launch this update, which will include a much
improved visual editor. I'm in the final stages of the work now, and hope to launch it sometime
in February Sorry for an inconvenience this may cause, but this new editor is going to be worth
it. For a preview of the visual editor and additional updates please follow this thread in the
forum. CBBG is coming up this weekend! He has been diagnosed with ALS. Please consider
donating whatever you can to help him, his son, and his wife. This man has been an
instrumental part of the moped scene in Philly and has given so much! Go to the Gofundme
page. Both of these clubs have been around for a while now and will be great additions to the
Moped Army. This has been a challenging year for all of us. It pains me to not be able to host
you all in my shop and provide knowledge and access to equipment many don't have in the
daily. I've chosen an online format this year to help keep everyone safe. I'll add pins to the map
of ask virtual attendees this year in a special designated color. This event helps me make
improvements and sustain costs incurred by having a shop this large. The donations received
greatly help in promoting and encouraging attendance every year and at greatly appreciated.
People from all over the country will congregate online as they come to show off their personal
Bilson spaces and shops with sandblast, powdercoat, welding, rebuild engines and build up
bikes. There will be shirts, pins, and one raffle ticket with registration. There will be a rare
moped raffled off as well as many performance parts and other moped and non moped related
items. All purchases will be shipped to registered address. Raffle prizes will be shipped to
winners or codes for prizes will be emailed depending on what is won. This event is open to the
entire moped community world wide. Build engines, build mopeds, build friendships, but
building walls is discouraged unless they are for your build space. Chad will do his best to
accommodate as many people as possible virtually at the shop. This year's event I'll be raffling
off a rare completely rebuilt and powdercoated Rizzato Atala Master 50 moped. I know it's been
a weird year, with all of the rallies cancelled and the pandemic turning our lives upside down.
Your club probably planned to rally hard all summer before applying to be a branch, meeting
lots of new people and gaining legendary status for your wrenching and riding skills. That
would have been great, but had other plans. Don't let that stop you from applying to be a branch
of the Moped Army. We'd love to hear about your club, get to know you virtually, and better
understand how you'd represent the Moped Army in your area. Hit up the application page for
more info and be sure to submit before the end of the month. News Moped Wiki temporarily in
read only mode Decepticons. Two new Moped Army branches! Load more news Full News
Archive. This professionally restored and mildly customized Puch Cobra is fresh out of our
shop and ready to take you wherever you want to go, as long as you want to get there quickly!
You can travel effortlessly all day long at 40 mph while having the ability to reach a top-speed of
50 MPH when needed. It is a perfect balance of reliability, performance, beauty and sound. Sexy,
beautiful and an absolutely perfect custom Puch Magnum that will take your breath away.
Stunning white reflective paint sparkles under the sun. Shiny bits of chrome and polished
aluminum are well balanced against the satin black frame and wheels. The fully rebuilt engine
was modified to be every bit as reliable as a stock moped, but with performance enhancements
that will allow you to cruise all day long over 40mph. This custom vintage moped loves to be
looked at almost as much as it likes to be ridden. Beautiful museum quality restoration! ZA50 2
speed engine, heavy duty shocks and wheels, new quality tires, dual chrome mirrors and
original vintage bag set. Also includes Cat-Eye turn signals not pictured. Fully reconditioned
Wards Riverside Italian Benelli d with the factory leg shields. Lots of rebuilt and new parts
however the paint, body and seat are all original. This beautifully reconditioned bike features a
rebuilt engine and cruises excellent at 30 mph. When you ride a restored and modified Puch
Magnum of this quality for the first time, make sure you know the area that you are traveling in,
for you will lose all sense of time and direction! Everything you thought you knew about vintage

mopeds will disappear faster than the objects in your bar-end rear view mirro r. It is fast; very
fast! It is also lightweight, mechanically tight and hugs every curve and corner that you
encounter, giving you a reassuring nod. Whether you are feeling the need for a quick
performance run to the neighborhood store or you are looking for a cross-country trip across
the state of Washington, the rider positioning and comfort is outstanding and non-fatiguing.
This Puch Maxi Luxe is in Excellent cosmetic condition and mechanically perfect. As with all of
our reconditioned mopeds, this one has been gone through from front to back with each piece
being polished or replaced along the way. This amazing little 30 mph yellow Puch Maxi was just
professionally refurbished to like-new condition. As with all our reconditioned mopeds , the
single speed engine and carb were carefully rebuilt and tuned to perform like it just came out of
the factory 41 years ago! Every mechanical component was disassembled, cleaned, inspected,
rebuilt, adjusted and tested. The chrome which is in perfect shape, as well as every metal part
was also meticulously polished , even the parts that are not visible. If you are into options, we
have a few of them as well. This late Maxi Sport was modified into a very nice LS model long
seat. Everything has been meticulously reconditioned to perform better than new. Along with
the converted long seat, we also upgraded the engine with a high-torque cylinder as well as
larger carb and intake. Reconditioned German made Sachs Westlake moped. Rebuilt engine ,
carb and transmission assembly, rebuilt wheels, new tires and many more parts! The reliable
and smooth Sachs C engine will never leave you stranded. It has excellent power and will propel
you down the street at 30 mph. This is an excellent all-around, light-weight moped that is perfect
for just about everyone! Contact us today to inquire about this moped! This is a fairly unique
and totally beautifully reconditioned white Puch Maxi. White is the least common of all the paint
colors that were available on Puch mopeds. This moped was owned by the same family since it
was purchased new in late , and was well taken care of and properly stored for the last couple of
decades. You must be logged in to post a comment. Contact us today to reserve this Puch!
Older Entries. Create a website or blog at WordPress. Add your thoughts here JavaScript seems
to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. A scooter meshes features of both a bicycle and a motorcycle,
offering the rider control with mid-level speed and power. The earliest scooter model was
introduced in and modern advances have made the units more popular than ever. A wide variety
of options speed, power, size contribute to riders of all shapes, sizes, and experience levels
finding a model perfect for their needs. Scooters are most popularly used as a means of
personal transportation. They are very easy to maintain, simple to operate, and cost-efficient to
own and run. Scooters are beneficial for big cities where parking is at a premium and small
towns where backroad cruises are peaceful and relaxing. Scooters are also very versatile in
terms of storage while licensing and insurance requirements for scooters are more relaxed and
less expensive than those for
1953 chevy tail light
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cars in most parts of the world. Scooter engines and drive systems are attached to the rear axle
or under the seat. Unlike a conventional motorcycle, in which the engine is mounted on the
frame, most modern scooters allow the engine to swing with the rear wheel. Most vintage
scooters and some newer retro models have axle-mounted engines with a manual transmission
and the gear shift and clutch controls built into the left handlebar. Most late-model scooters use
a continuously variable transmission CVT. Some even feature an electric motor, no gas needed!
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